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The story of the Jewish scripts is the story of a clash between an older, Canaanite or-

thographic tradition and a broader, pan-Near Eastern Aramaic one. It is also the story

of repeated readaptations of a simple consonant-only script (an abjad), and its ulti-

mate expansion into a genuinely alphabetic writing system. The story of the Jewish

scripts is thus a great deal more than the story of sectarian orthographic tradition: It

is an important chapter in the history of writing.

From Phoenician to Aramaic to Jewish script

Although Hebrew probably existed in some distinct form as early as the mid second

millennium b.c.e., texts broadly identifiable as such only begin to appear on the Pal-

estinian archeological scene in the ninth century b.c.e. These texts are written in a

distinctive right-to-left consonantal script that differs in its general appearance, but

not in its basic twenty-two letter inventory, from what we find in the Dead Sea Scrolls,

in medieval Jewish manuscripts, and even in today's modern Hebrew texts

(table 46.1; note later medial/final alternative forms).

This oldest Hebrew script was probably borrowed from Israel's northern coastal

neighbors, the Phoenicians, whose script also consisted of twenty-two symbols

(section 5). While some Phoenician dialect might actually have possessed just

twenty-two consonantal phonemes to go with these twenty-two symbols, the Hebrew

of the early first millennium b.c.e. probably possessed at least twenty-five consonan-

tal phonemes (see table 46.2). Because the size of its consonantal inventory exceed-

ed the number of symbols in the Phoenician script, we infer that some of the borrowed

Phoenician letters must have taken on multiple values in Hebrew—the same way, for

example, that English uses th to represent the values [6] and {b\. During this period,

V S n /?, and W sis were probably bivalent (P, y], [h» x], [4, J] respectively).

As it passed through successive generations of Israelite scribes, the Phoenician-

derived Old Hebrew script took on certain traits that distinguished it from the scripts

of its neighbors. Although the Old Hebrew script has persisted among the Samari-

tans—adherents to an ancient offshoot of Judaism—even into recent times (compare

table 46.2, col. 2, with table 5.4 on page 95), among Jews this script did not out-

live the many sociopolitical upheavals of the late first millennium b.c.e. and the early

first millennium c.e., though in a few Dead Sea Scrolls it is used for the Name of God.
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TABLE 46. 1 : Old Hebrew and Jewish Scripts^

Transliteration



From about the twelfth century b.c.e. on, Aramaic-speaking peoples began to

diffuse into the Levant, and later into Palestine itself, leading to a slow displacement

of Canaanite-speaking peoples (of which the ancient Israelites were one, Hebrew be-

ing a southern or "inland" Canaanite dialect). A series of distinct and significandy

Aramaized powers also seized control of Palestine. These were, in turn, the Assyri-

ans, the Babylonians, and the Persians—the last of whom established one eastern di-

alect of Aramaic (what we now call "Imperial" Aramaic) as the administrative

language of the entire Near East. Within a few decades, Imperial Aramaic, and its own

Phoenician-derived script forms (see figure 57), had achieved dominance through-

out the region. We find it being used, for instance, in Aramaic papyri produced by a

fifth-century b.c.e. Jewish military colony on Elephantine Island, opposite Aswan

(Syene), Egypt. This domination persisted until the third century b.c.e.—the century

after Alexander the Great conquered the Near East and ushered in a new era of Greek

cultural hegemony over the eastern Mediterranean region.

Despite its replacement by Greek in official circles, Aramaic remained in use,

both by local administrations and by the diverse populations who knew one or another

dialect of it as their native language. No longer an official international medium of

communication, Aramaic script forms became free to develop independently in the

various locales that used them. It is out of this milieu that a distinctive Jewish script

began to take shape. By the mid third century b.c.e., we begin to discern a local

Judean variant emerging from the remnants of the Imperial Aramaic script. After a pe-

riod of vacillation, during which the old Hebrew letter forms remained in use, Jews

finally settled on a locaHzed Aramaic script as their standard. This script was used for

both Hebrew- and Aramaic-language documents.

Although many regional variations and styHzations have arisen over the years

(e.g. the semi-cursive Italian "Rashi" script used for rabbinical commentaries, see

TABLE 46.2, col. 3), the basic formal Jewish script has remained fundamentally the

same all the way into modern times. Traditionally, Jews have taken great pride in their

formal script, especially the often beautifully ornamented forms utilized in the Torah

scrolls from which Rabbis read (actually, chant) scripture portions in the synagogue.

The standard reference for the history of the script is Naveh 1 987; on the Hebrew

language generally, see Saenz-Badillos 1993. There is no similar volume on Aramaic.

From consonants to vowels

One notable trait of Phoenician orthography in the early first millennium b.c.e. was

its defective character. In particular, it had no means of expressing vowels. Later on

it also came to be written without any divisions between words. Hebrew and Aramaic

scribes, when borrowing this script, maintained the older practice of marking word

boundaries with a slash, dot, and—later on, in Aramaic—a space. They also worked

out a way of representing vowels using "helping" consonants or matres lectionis

'mothers of reading', viz. H h, [ai] and [ei], 1 w, [ui] and later [o:], and "» >', [ii] and later
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TABLE 46.3: Tiberian Vowel Points

Sign (with m)



northern Palestinian city of Tiberias—this word was probably pronounced [jshuiSo:],

although scholars today typically transcribe it as ydhuda^ The traditional consonan-

tal writing of this word is r]l^r^\ with the ^ w and final n // functioning as matres for

[u] and [o] respectively. Combined with the special diacritics for [s], [u], and [o], the

Tiberian spelling of this word is Hl^n^, i.e. the original spelling augmented with some

(sometimes redundant) dots and dashes. In a standard biblical text, T\'T\T]'] would also

carry a cantillation mark (or accent) to indicate stress position and musical motif

(table 46.4). Many medieval manuscripts also show a line over the 1, called rdpeh,

which signals a voiced fricative [9] rather than stop Id] pronunciation for the 1 (so for

all the nonemphatic stops, 5 ^ 1 5 S fl [v, y, 9, x, f, 9 ] , known by the mnemonic begad

kefat). Had the 1 been a stop, [d], it would have been marked with a ddges, i.e., with

a central dot X similarly 3 -l D D n [b, g, k, p, t]). Dages also marks doubling, e.g., ^

stands for [11]. The question of whether a ddges indicates a geminate or stop articula-

tion for a given consonant can ultimately be resolved, but often only by reference to

(morpho)phonological processes that fall outside our scope. The two pronunciations

of U? are distinguished as W s [s] and W s [J]. Another mark inserted into the consonan-

tal text is the hyphen-like maqqep, connecting a word w ith (usually) a particle that no

longer bears primary stress: DIK Vd kol 'dddm ~ DIK"'?^ kol- 'ddam 'every person'.

Three main Hebrew diacritic vowel/cantillation systems are known to scholars

today. These are: (a) the Tiberian (mentioned above), (b) the Babylonian, and (c) the

Palestinian. All developed between approximately 600 and 1000 c.e. Toward the end

of this period, hybrid systems also proliferated. Aside from a few medieval manu-

scripts containing Aramaic Bible translations (called Targums), Jewish sacred litera-

ture (e.g. the Mishnah), or liturgical poetry (piyyutim), these diacritic systems—^both

hybrid and pure—occur only in bibhcal texts. Their purpose was to record one or an-

other group's notion of how the biblical text ought to be correctly read; the scholars

who devised and preserved the systems are known as Masoretes. Most of the differ-

ences between the three main Masoretic traditions are purely graphic; that is, they

show the same overall cantillation patterns and vowels, but represent these by differ-

ent signs. It is true, though, that a few of the vocalic differences reflect genuine un-

derlying dialectal divergences. And, while the cantillation systems typically agree on

the placement of the main clause and verse divisions ( Aronoff 1985). they often differ

substantially in their complexity and handling of lesser details.

Sahent features of the major diacritic systems are described in Yeivin 1980, Rev-

ell 1970, 1977, and especially Yeivin 1985. There is still, however, a great deal of

work left for the next generation of scholars. For example, Wickes 1881, 1887—the

still standard monographs on the Tiberian cantillation marks—have not even been up-

dated, still less replaced by more comprehensive studies. Medieval transcriptions of

Tiberian Hebrew in Arabic characters are also for the first time being systematically

*A widely used transcription of Hebrew (and related languages) uses a circumflex accent for a long vowel

marked by a mater lectionis, and a macron for a long vowel not so marked. A line under (or over, for/? and g) a

stop consonant indicates that it is pronounced as a fricative.



TABLE 46.4: Tiherian Accents (cantillation j



markable change took place in Hebrew writing: it became genuinely alphabetic. Me-

dieval Hebrew script isy in fact, vastly more explicit and descriptive than printed

Western scripts because its cantillation signs include detailed information about

stress, pause (a word at the end of a syntactic unit usually assumes a somewhat dif-

ferent stress and vocalization pattern, closer to a historically earlier form), and musi-

cal pitch. The great irony here is that this system arose only after the Greeks had

borrowed the Semitic consonantal script and extended it systematically to cover vow-

els as well. Liturgical Hebrew script simply reincorporates and extends these princi-

ples, finishing the "alphabetization" process that the Phoenician-derived scripts

themselves had originally inspired. It remains unclear whether the Hebrew cantilla-

tion marks were adapted from Greek or Syriac antecedents, or whether they arose to-

gether against a common backdrop of Jewish, and subsequent Christian, modal chant.

Codification of the medieval script

By about 1200, the once diverse world of medieval Jewish pointing systems had be-

come considerably more monolithic. The reason for this change is that the Tiberian

system, by reason of its fullness and supposed greater accuracy, ended up superseding

the others (Chiesa 1979: 9-17). Since that time, almost all biblical manuscripts have

carried Tiberian vowel and cantillation marks. Adoption of the Tiberian system as the

standard for all biblical manuscripts brought to completion the process of standard-

ization that had begun over a millennium earlier, with the development of the national

Jewish variant of the old Imperial Aramaic script. It is a remarkable but verifiable fact

that anyone who can read a modem printed Hebrew Bible can, after a short period of

adjustment, read not only medieval biblical manuscripts, but also for instance the

Jewish-script manuscripts found among the Dead Sea Scrolls (see table 46.1).

Although vowel and cantillation marks assume an important role in most medi-

eval and later bibUcal manuscripts and editions, nonbiblical texts (as noted above)

generally do not carry vowel or cantillation signs. Furthermore, nonbiblical texts

show the same expansionistic uses of matres lection is that were systematically ex-

cluded from the conservative biblical tradition. They also often differ in a few ancil-

lary consonantal spelling conventions, such as the use of 11 and *'*' for consonantal w
and y respectively. Modern Israeli printed texts continue liberal, nonbiblical uses of

the matres. Much work in developing standards for their use has in fact been done

during the twentieth century (Weinberg 1985: 47-185). By way of contrast, vowel

pointing or niqqud only appears (a) in school books, (b) in prayer books and poetry,

and (c) in situations where a word, if left unpointed, might easily be misconstrued.

Cantillation marks do not appear at all any more except in printed Bible editions. In

effect, Israeli script, like most nonbiblical Hebrew orthographies, owes more to writ-

ing principles developed during the second millennium b.c.e. than to the medieval

biblical scripts—whose diacritics supply nuances of pronunciation that serve no use-

ful purpose in, and often even impede, everyday written communication.
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Sample Texts

Imperial Aramaic

FIGURE 57. Introduction to a quitclaim written at Elephantine, 26 August 440 b.c.e.

(Sayce and Cowley 1906, papyrus F, lines i 3 ).

kdVd u^Du^nmK /////= nw onnsV in ill ill
- or in 3kV Mir n^

^klm ssshtr^ 25 tns snhpl 19 mwy wh bH 14 bf-

rb hyshm trb hyhtbml Hryb nwsl Ikydr* yhp rb 'yp rm'

DDD Vy n%D3 pon pni7 n xri Vv nm ^n^ po n x^dik k-'H*'

psk 1' tVdPn nwsb ndb' yz 'nyd 1' tzyrw Igdl nws yz 'ymr^ 'yndy

/. Transliteration: b

2. Normalization: ba

J. Gto^-^; on

/. ^rthsss mlk^

2. ^Artahsasta malk-a

5. Artaxerxes king-the

14 Pb hw ywm 19 Iphns snt 25

14 la-^ab hu yom 19 la-pahons sanat 25

14th Ab that day 19 Pahons year 25

^mr py^ br phy rdykl Iswn

^amar ' PPa bar Pahi 'aradekal la-Sun

said Pia son.of Pakhi builder of-Aswan

/. bytr^ Imbthyh brt

2. birat-a la-Mibtahya barat

5. fortress-the to-Mibtachia daughter.of

mhsyh br

Mahseya bar

Machseia son.of

ydny'

Yadanya

Yedoniah

dyn^

dina

zy

dl

lawsuit which

/. ^rmy^ zy swn Idgl wryzt 4
2. ^Aramay-a di Sun la-dagol warlzat ^al

J. Aramean-the of Aswan of-division.ofWarizat concerning

/. ^bdn bswn npd/rt 4 ksp

2. ^abad-na ba-Sun npVdt ^al kasop

3. did-we in-Aswan suit(?) regarding silver

'On the 14th ofAb, that is, day 19th of (the Egyptian month) Pahons, year 25 of

Artaxerxes the king, Pia son of Pakhi, a builder of Aswan, the fortress, said to

Mibtachia, daughter of Machseia son ofYedania the Aramean, belonging to the

the Warizat division at Aswan: "Concerning the lawsuit we undertook in

Aswan—a suit(?) regarding silver (and other belongings) . .

.'"

—AP 14, lines 1-3 (Cowley 1923: 41-43; Porten and Yardeni igSg: 38-39).



Note: The document goes on to state that Pia and Mibtachia's division ot property is satisfactory to Pia, and

that he will not litigate any further on this matter. Note the cosmopolitan selling; this document records a prop-

erty settlement between a recently divorced Egyptian-named builder and his Jewish wife.

Hebrew with Tiberian vocalization

Stress falls on the last syllable of each word unless otherwise marked.

sera ^ah te'^ nattuy akene^ab

nedrayyah te^ uneriba^at

in

neh

la^

un^asarn

azzuhiVal akedaba^al

ursm^oyyaw^

t^ozzah

/. Transliteration: wayyo^moru

2. Transcription: waj-jo:m(9)r-u:

3. Gloss:

1. yuttan

2. juttain

J. let.be.given

and-said-they

^et ha ^ ares

?e6 hoi-'S'oirets

Acc the-land

'im

?im

if

masa^nu

moi'soi-nu:

found-we

hen

hem
favor

hazzdH

haz-zo:6

the-this

la'abadeka

la:-Vav3:'98:-xoi

to-servants-your

bs^^eneka

bsSlei'neixo:

in-eyes-your

la'^ahuzza

la:-?axuzz3:

as-possession

1. ^al ta^abirenu

2. ?al tai-Tavii'rei-nu:

J. not may.you.cause-cross-us

^et hayyarden.

?80 haj-jardein

ACC the-Jordan

'Then they said, "If we have found favor with you, let this land be given to us,

your servants, as a permanent possession. Do not make us cross the Jordan!'"

—Numbers 32:^ (for the phone tics, see Khan 1990, ms. i).
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